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India's Transport System has several deficiencies such as inadequate capacity, poor
safety record, emission of pollutants and outmoded technology. But as the economy is
poised for a big growth in the coming years transportation engineers will have to come
up with innovative ideas. The book addresses these issues and it is hoped that the
engineering students studying transportation engineering will have a clear idea of the
problems involved and how they transportation engineering will have a clear idea of the
problems involved and how they can be overcome in their professional career.
* Compiles all the data necessary for efficient and cost-effective highway design,
building, rehabilitation, and maintenance * Includes metric units and the latest AASHTO
(American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials) design codes
Contents: Political Malignancy, Parliamentary Democracy in India, Coalition Politics in
India, Hung Parliament, Regionalism in Indian Politics, Religious Role, Untouchability
and the Government.
This book on Highway Engineering shall be useful for B.E./B.Tech & M.E/ M.Tech
students of Civil Engineering. It shall also be useful for practicing Engineering and
designers.
For B.E./B.Tech. & M.E/ M.Tech. Students of Civil Engineering. Also for Practising
Engineering and Designers
Over the past two decades concrete has enjoyed a renewed level of research and
testing, resulting in the development of many new types of concrete. Through the use of
various additives, production techniques and chemical processes, there is now a great
degree of control over the properties of specific concretes for a wide range of
applications. New theories, models and testing techniques have also been developed to
push the envelope of concrete as a building material. There is no current textbook
which brings all of these advancements together in a single volume. This book aims to
bridge the gap between the traditional concrete technologies and the emerging state-ofthe-art technologies which are gaining wider use.
?ABOUT THE BOOK: The need and urgency of Hill Roads cannot be minimized in
considerations of: (i) National Strategic and Security considerations which require
adequate roads for Military, Army use. (ii) Rich forest minerals and oil wealth exist in
the hilly terrain, which require exploitation in an organized and planned manner.
?RECOMMENDATIONS: A textbook for all Engineering Branches, Competitive
Examination, ICS, and AMIE Examinations In S.I Units For Degree, Diploma and
A.I.M.E. (India) Students and Practicing Civil Engineers ?ABOUT THE AUTHOR: R.S.
Gahilowt (Padam Shree) Consultant Ex. Chairman and Managing Director, Hindustan
Steel Works Construction Ltd. Ex. Director, Steel Authority of India. Ex. Superintending
Engineer, U.P. P.W.D. Allahabad and V.P. Gupta Executive Engineer. U.P. P.W.D.
Hamirpur (U.P.) ?BOOK DETAILS ISBN: 978-81-89401-45-0 Pages: 409 + 16
Paperback Edition: 2nd,Year-2013 Size: L-24.2 B-15.8 H-2.6 ?For more Offers visit our
Website: www.standardbookhouse.com
Railway Engineering has been specially designed for undergraduate students of civil
engineering. From fundamental topics to modern technological developments, the book
covers all aspects of the railways including various modernization plans covering
tracks, locomotives, and rolling stock. Important statistical data about the Indian
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Railways and other useful information have also been incorporated to make the
coverage comprehensive. A number of illustrative examples supplement text to aid
easy understanding of design methods discussed. The book should also serve the
need of students of polytechnics and those appearing of the AMIE examination and
would also be a ready reference for railway professionals.
'Transport Planning and Traffic Engineering' is a comprehensive textbook on the
relevant principles and practice. It includes sections on transport policy and planning,
traffic surveys and accident investigation, road design for capacity and safety, and
traffic management. Clearly written and illustrated, the book is ideal reading for
students of t
As every civil engineer knows, Portland Cement is the most versatile and important
material of construction, and will probably remain so far into the future. Yet few books, if
any, exist that offer an in-depth analysis of the mixing and testing methods of this vital
hydraulic cement. This statement, written about the first edition of Engineere
An International Textbook, from A to ZHighway Engineering: Pavements, Materials and
Control of Quality covers the basic principles of pavement management, highlights
recent advancements, and details the latest industry standards and techniques in the
global market. Utilizing the author's more than 30 years of teaching, researching, and
consulting e
An Applied Guide to Process and Plant Design, 2nd edition, is a guide to process plant
design for both students and professional engineers. The book covers plant layout and
the use of spreadsheet programs and key drawings produced by professional
engineers as aids to design; subjects that are usually learned on the job rather than in
education. You will learn how to produce smarter plant design through the use of
computer tools, including Excel and AutoCAD, “What If Analysis, statistical tools, and
Visual Basic for more complex problems. The book also includes a wealth of selection
tables, covering the key aspects of professional plant design which engineering
students and early-career engineers tend to find most challenging. Professor Moran
draws on over 20 years’ experience in process design to create an essential
foundational book ideal for those who are new to process design, compliant with both
professional practice and the IChemE degree accreditation guidelines. Includes new
and expanded content, including illustrative case studies and practical examples
Explains how to deliver a process design that meets both business and safety criteria
Covers plant layout and the use of spreadsheet programs and key drawings as aids to
design Includes a comprehensive set of selection tables, covering aspects of
professional plant design which early-career designers find most challenging
For Civil Engineering Students of All Indian Universities and Practicing Engineers
For one/two-semester, undergraduate/graduate courses in Pavement Design. This upto-date text covers both theoretical and practical aspects of pavement analysis and
design. It includes some of the latest developments in the field, and some very useful
computer software-developed by the author-with detailed instructions.
Modern highway engineering reflects an integrated view of a road system's entire
lifecycle, including any potential environmental impacts, and seeks to develop a
sustainable infrastructure through careful planning and active management. This trend
is not limited to developed nations, but is recognized across the globe. Edited by
renowned authority
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This well-known text-book now in its Nineteenth Edition, provides an up-to-date account
of the basic principles on various functions and working of Railways. Its excellent
material fills a significant void in the literature of Railway Engineering.
This book provides a complete text on highway and traffic engineering for developing
countries. It is aimed principally at students and young engineers from the developed
world who have responsibility for such work in the third world, but will also be valuable
for local highway engineers.
This detailed introduction to transportation engineering is designed to serve as a
comprehensive text for under-graduate as well as first-year master's students in civil
engineering. In order to keep the treatment focused, the emphasis is on roadways
(highways) based transportation systems, from the perspective of Indian conditions.
This book is a challenge to be all that you can be. Not only does it make you really think
about your life and the changes you may need to make, but it also shows you how to go
about making these changes and creating the life of your dreams. By mastering the
simple, yet detailed 6-part work theory covered in this book, you can make your journey
through life an adventurous one, full of achievement and happiness. The remarkably
moving stories and powerful insights within these pages will certainly help to make your
journey through life a little less difficult and a lot more meaningful. It is sure to be
exciting and inspiring reading as well as an excellent practical hand-guide to achieving
success and happiness in your life.
The main objective kept in mind in writing this book is to familiarize the readers with
various types of construction materials their manufacture or production, classification,
important physical and chemical properties, their uses advantages, disadvantages,
testing etc. The book has been written in a very simple and lucid language, illustrated
with neatly drawn diagrams and problems The book is designed keeping in mind
syllabus of various universities, AIME, The book will prove equally useful to the
practicing engineers.

?ABOUT THE BOOK: After the First World War the importance of highways was
felt and realized. The concept of highway engineering has changed during the
last two decades. The thumb rule concept has become a thing of the past. With
the increasing importance of highways for the prosperity and integrity of the
country and with the increasing cost of construction and maintenance of
highways, the trend of construction, planning and designing has also changed.
The Central Road Research Institute and P.W.D. research centers all over the
country have contributed a lot in the design, planning road user safety,
construction and economy etc. The present work is the outcome of author’s long
association with the subject as a teacher and as a student. Efforts have been
made to present the subject matter in a very lucid and comprehensive manner.
The author does not claim any originality but sufficient pains have been taken in
compiling the work by consulting important works and Road Research Journals.
The subject matter is presented from the introduction so that the book may prove
useful to diploma and degree students as well as practising engineers. The book
presents acceptable theory and construction practices. Important topics such as
bituminous roads, stabilized earth roads, traffic engineering, pavement design
and highway planning and economics have been comprehensively dealt. Hill
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Roads including construction and layout of tunnels have been given special
emphasis. Airport engineering, though it is not a part of highway engineering, has
also been touched so as to introduce the subject matter. I take this opportunity to
express my gratitude to Padamshri R.S. Gahlowt, Chairman and Managing
Director (Retd). Hindustan Steel Co. Ltd. for his valuable guidance, help and
blessings and my friend and colleague Shri G.S. Birdie, Consulting Engineer for
the preparation of a large number of drawings and consultations. Any suggestion
for the improvement of the book in the forthcoming editions will be thankfully
acknowledged and welcomed. For errors or omissions and constructive criticism
from the readers and users are welcome. Allahabad T.D. AHUJA 2011
?OUTSTANDING FEATURES: -Various designs of the Highway Engineering are
based on the latest IS Codes. -Several empirical methods of estimating.
Evapotranspiration such as modified penman method, hargreaves methods,
modified blaney criddle method, etc., are discussed. -Treatment of earthquake
forces acting on gravity dams is thoroughly explained. -Detailed discussion
regarding the provision of water stops at the contraction joints in gravity dams as
per IS Codes is made. -Some aspects of financial analysis of a project are
discussed with planning for water resources development. -Number of design
problems have been solved in details. -Subject matter is supported by very good
diagrams and illustrative examples. -A large number of multiple choice questions
with answers are given. ?RECOMMENDATIONS: A textbook for all Engineering
Branches, Competitive Examination, ICS, and AMIE Examinations In S.I Units
For Degree, Diploma and A.I.M.E. (India) Students and Practicing Civil Engineers
?ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Professor T.D. Ahuja (Director) Institute of Engineering
and Rural Technology, Allahabad ?PUBLISHED BY: STANDARD BOOK HOUSE
Since 1960 Unit of Rajsons Publications Pvt Ltd Regd Office: 4262/3A Ground
Floor Ansari Road Daryaganj New Delhi-110002 +91 011
43551185/43551085/43751128/23250212 Retail Office : 1705-A Nai Sarak
Delhi-110006 011 23265506 Website: www.standardbookhouse.com A venture
of Rajsons Group of Companies
The book aims at presenting the topics of Bridge Engineering expressed in
simple and lucid language. The presentation is comprehensive and methodical
as well as interesting and easy to follow.
Railway Track Engineering presents conventional methods of track construction,
maintenance and monitoring, along with modern sophisticated track machines. It
also comprehensively covers design details and specifications of important track
componentsChanges in the revised edition include:Explanation of the hitherto
little understood phenomenon of rolling contact fatigue in rails and practical steps
to deal with it. New technology of alumino-thermic rail welding. New guidelines
for ultrasonic rail flaw detection. Ballastless track for metros, mainlines and
washable aprons. Track standards for ultra high-speed lines in India. Track
structure for Dedicated Freight Corridors. Technology of fully mechanized track
construction with the deployment of simple track laying equipment to highly
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sophisticated track-laying trains.Richly illustrated with photographs and line
drawings, this book will be useful to professionals and students.
With reference to India.
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